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RELIA BILITY AND PERFO RMAN CE ASSUR ANCE
IN THE DESIGN OF
RECIPR OCATI NG COMPR ESSOR INSTAL LATION S
PART I - DESIGN CRITER IA
Walter W. von Nimitz
Directo r of Industr ial Applica tions
Divisio n of Applied Physics
Southw est Resear ch Institut e
San Antonio , Texas
ABSTR ACT
While safe and efficien t compre ss or installa tion
is the fundam ental design objecti ve, most of the
design criteria and techniq ues still in use today
fall short of achievi ng the reliabil ity and performan ce levels require d and possibl e with the
technol ogy availab le today. On the basis of stateof-the- art analysi s and worldw ide experie nces
with the design and evaluat ion of more than 3, 000
plants, this paper defines a new dynami c design
criterio n for recipro cating compre ss or and pump
installa tions and presen ts the techniq ues require d
to assure safe and efficien t plant operati on. Comparison with actual field data further illustra tes
the accura cy and reliabil ity of present ed design
method s and techniq ues.
INTRO DUCTI ON
The interm ittent flow of gas through compre ssor
cylinde r valves genera tes gas pulsatio ns which
can couple to the piping, produc ing vibratio ns and
even fatigue failure s. These gas pulsati ons also
have detrim ental effects on installa tion performance both in terms of efficien cy and the require d
plant mainte nance, While these byprod ucts of
compre ssor operati on are genera lly known, it is
also essenti al to underst and the effect of the piping system s attache d to the compre ssor and the
relation betwee n pulsatio ns and plant reliabil ity.
The level of pulsatio ns generat ed by a compre ssor
is related to a number of parame ters which include
operati ng pressu res, cylinde r horsepo wer, and
capacit y being handled , compre ssion ratio, cylinder clearan ce volume s, phasing betwee n cylinders, thermo dynami c gas proper ties and compre ss or cylinde r and valve design. The generat ed
pulsatio n levels are usually not excessi ve without
further amplifi cation by piping resonan ces, which,
in low pressu re drop system s, can range from a
factor of 10 to as high as 300. Thus, it is the effect of the attache d piping that is usually respon sible for excessi ve puts ation buildup in the system .
Consid ering that compre ssor valves are pressu reoperate d devices , the suction (discha rge) valve
will open when cylinde r pressu re drops below
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(starts exceedi ng) the pressu re just outside of valve.
Howev er, this pressu re is not a dead weight line
pressu re, but a highly dynami c wave which must
be known if the actual compre ss or cycle is to be
determ ined. Similar ly, the pulsatio n buildup in
the piping cannot be determ ined without knowin g
the dynami c energy generat ed by the compre ssor,
which, in turn, is depend ent on the pulsatio ns in
the attache d piping. Conseq uently, neither the compresso r horsepo wer and capacit y nor pulsatio ns in
the piping system s are definab le on the basis of
compre ssor geomet ry and operati ng plant parameters alone without a total system analysi s including dynami c interac tion betwee n compre ssor and
the attache d piping system s.
The frequen cies of discret e pulsatio n compon ents
generat ed by the compre ssor consist of the fundamental frequen cy corresp onding to compre ssor
RPM and multipl es of this frequen cy. The still
found practic e of calling 2 X RPM the fundam ental
frequen cy of a double- acting compre ssor cylinde r
fails to recogn ize the fact that in real life the cylinders are not truly double- acting (except possibl y
those with a tail rod); even if they were, the opening
of underlo ader pockets or lifting valves on one end
of the cylinde r would make the cylinde rs at least
partial ly single- acting. Ultima tely, it will be the
respon se of the attache d piping system s that will
determ ine which pulsatio n compon ents will be
domina nt.
Before vibratio ns can be produce d, pulsatio ns must
couple to the mechan ical system . Typica l couplin g
points are closed ends of pipe or vessels , bends
and flow restrict ions such as orifice s, reduce rs,
etc. The produc ed acousti cal shaking forces will
excite vibratio ns the magnitu de of which will deperrl
on the location of mechan ical natural frequen cies
relative to the frequen cies of acousti cal shaking
forces and the amount of dampin g in mechan ical
system . The produc ed vibratio ns may or may not
be a problem , depend ing on the cyclic stress levels
they produc e, since it is not the vibratio n but stress
that fails pipe. Actuall y, it is the cumula tive effect
of cyclic stresse s over the expecte d plant life that

will determine failure probability of a proposed
system.

pulsation levels by a factor of 3:1 will not reduce
vibrations unless the minor pulsation peak at 40
Hz is also reduced.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A MEANINGFUL DYNAMIC
PLANT DESIGN CRITERIA

Typical complex pressure wave contains a number
of significant components. However, their frequencies and,particularly,am plitudes usually cannot be determined without a harmonic analysis of
the complex wave. This is clearly illustrated in
Figure 2 showing a complex pressure recording
and its harmonic content.

The efforts to define dynamic design criteria are
almost as old as the use of reciprocating compressors and pumps. Recognizing that piping vibrations
were being excited primarily by pulsations, the
first criteria were evolved limiting maximum residual overall pulsation levels to a fixed percentage of line pressure (usually Zo/o) at the line connection of pulsation filter. While this was progress,
the experience has shown that it was inadequate
to assure freedom from excessive vibrations and
resulting fatigue failures.
Of the additional concepts developed, two became
popular. One of the criteria adjusted the allowable overall residual pulsation levels to line pressure (PULo/o := 15/2jF where P "average line pressure in psia) while the other related allowable
residual pulsation levels to pulsation frequencies.
(For normal service: 2o/o at fundamental frequency,
lo/o at second harmonic and l/2% at higher frequencies). While these concepts are more realistic, they still neither assure freedom from fatigue
failures nor efficient compressor operation.

Figure 2
As was stated earlier, the level of pulsation buildup depends on the presence of acoustic resonances
in the piping and the relation of acoustical resonant
frequencies to frequencies of engine harmonics.
Nevertheless, most residual pulsation level guarantees refer to unit operation at design speed and
load. The problems this can lead to are shown in
Figure 3. At rated speed the maximum pulsation
level was 8 psi p-p at 51 Hz (20 psi p-p full scale)
while dropping compressor speed only 15 RPM

ThP intent of such residual pulsation level criteria
is to control piping vibrations, yet there is no direct
relation between the overall pulsation levels and
vibrations they will produce. This is illustrated
in Figure 1 showing the amplitudes and frequencies
of discrete pulsation and vibration components at
the same point in the piping system. The highest
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increased the maximum buildup to 18psi p-p at
57 Hz. Consequently, design criteria must consider the anticipated operating range of the compressor units rather than the design condition.

I

I
I
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Finally, the practice of specifying line flange at
the snubber as a pulsation guarantee point is not realistic since pulsation levels further away from the
compressor can be much higher than those at the
snubber flange. An example of this happening is
illustrated in Figure 4. Here the pulsation level at
midpoint ofthesuctionlater al(9.2psiat2l Hz) is 3.7
times higher than the maximum pulsation level at
line flange of the snubber. Thus, to be meaningful,
residual pulsation level criteria should apply to
any point in the system.

_..

0
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Figure l
vibration levels do not correspond to the highest
pulsation peaks ;thus, eliminating these pulsation
peaks and consequently reducing the peak-to-peak
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In more recent years increasing efforts have been
directed toward introducing vibration levels in addition to or in place of maximum allowable pulsation
level criteria. Since vibration control is one of the
basic reasons for pulsation control, such criteria are
much more meaningful . Starting with a fixed maximum allowable vibration level (typical: 8 mils p-p)
such criter·ia progressed to "Frequency - Variable
Allowable Vibration Level Criteria" as shown in
Figure 5. In spite of statistical probability on

Figure 4
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which such criteria are based, great caution should
be used to achieve the desired vibration control.
The requirements for a truly meaningful dynamic
pLant r~liability criteria relating pulsations to vibrations and to stress are shown in Table l. As it can
be seen, only cyclic stresses are directly related

While this PCRC Standard is still valid today, it is
not specific as to the kind of physical evidence (pulsation, vibration, or stress levels) to result from the
study. Conseqllently, this criterion is· difficlllt to enforce other than to assure that the required level of
effort was put into analysis of a compressor or
pump installation design.

Generated by cornprcs s or or pump action with the amplitudes
controlled by the location of acoustic resonances and damping
in pulsation filters and piping system.
ACOUSTICAL
SHAKING

Produced by coupling of energy at bends, closed valves or
capped ends, restrictions, and similar points in the system
with levels dependent on the degree of coupling.
Levels dependent on location of mechanical resonances relative
to the frequency of shaking forces, point of coupling relative to
the mode shape and amount of damping,
Strains due to vibration of components relative to each other
or to supports result in stresses the levels of which are also
dependent on stress intensification factors present.
Probability of fatigue failures determined not only on the
basis of calclllated cyclic stresses bllt also their cumlllative
effects during projected installation life.
Table l

to failu:re probability and any use of pulsations and
vibrations requires first a determination of cyclic
stress levels they would be expected to produce.

Minimum Standards for
"SGA-Compressor System Design"

About 20 years ago a group of 16 major gas companies formed a so-called "Pipeline and Compressor Research Council" (PCRC) under the auspices
of the Southern Gas Association':' and engaged Sollthwest Research !nstitllte (SwRI) to develop new technology for compressor plant design and evaluation.
The research efforts started with the development
of better technology for control of pulsations at the
design stage culminating in the development of the
SGA-Analog Simulator, development of analytical
computer programs for the analysis of mechanical
system response and vibration control and the
development of related technology required in the
design and analysis of compressor installations.
These efforts brought new understanding of the
requirements in plant design and resulted in a formulation of minimum standards for a so-called
"SGA-Compressor System Design"(see Table 2).
The intent of these minimum standards was to assure a level of effort consistent with the technology
that was available at that time, recognizing the need
to combine acoustical and mechanical analysis and
optimization of the design on system rather than
component basis.

As a minimum requirement, an "SGA Compressor System Design" shall consist
of duplicating on an SGA Dynamic System
Analog the compressor unit(s\ and associated piping systems to a point where piping
changes will have only insignificant effect
on the parts of the system under study and
in determining the acoustical characteristics of the design. Furthermore, the
design shall consist of determining the
mechanical and stress characteristics of
the compressor and piping system with the
help of digital computational techniques and
other methods available to PCRC member
companies and in evaluating these acoustical and mechanical characteristics to determine system parameters mutually compatible with all major design requirements
such as pulsation and vibration control,
compressor cylinder operation, economic
considerations, operating and maintenance
requirements, etc.

Table 2

~'current PCRC Member Companies are listed
in the Appendix.
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Perform ance aspects in the design of compre ssor
and pump installat ions are generall y a user's responsibi lity. There are three basic perform ance
factors involved in ~;ontrolling pulsatio ns and vibrations in the design of a plant. Pulsatio n at compres sor valves may cause deviatio ns in cylinder loading
and loss in compre ssor efficienc y. They can also
cause valve vibratio ns and thus excessiv e compres sor mainten ance. The pressur e drop associat ed
with the design of pulsatio n filters as well as the
addition al pressur e loss in the piping systems due
to the pulsatio ns are direct perform ance losses.
Finally, vibratio ns will increase mainten ance
requirem ents and may cause plant down time. It
behoove s one, therefor e, to include design performanc e factors such as pressur e drop and maximum allowabl e pulsatio n levels at compre ssor
valves in plant reliabili ty assuran ce criteria to
provide a common denomin ator in evaluati ng various pulsatio n filter designs for a maximu m tradeoff between perform ance and pulsatio n filter design
and effectiv eness.
To be complet e, dynamic plant criteria should also
define when and how it is to be used. For example ,
in case of a lZ, 000 BHP unit, no effort should be
spared to base the design on as complet e an analysis as technolo gy permits , while in case of a 50
BHP field unit, a quick analytic al check assuring
control of overall pulsatio n levels and good installation practice s might be quite adequate .
Meaning ful dynamic plant design criteria should
thus involve total system analysis and be based on
allowabl e cyclic stress levels rather than vibration or pulsatio n since only the cyclic stresses are
directly related to fatigue failure probabil ity. Any
use of pulsatio n or vibratio n as a measure of failure probabi lity requires first relating them to the
cyclic stress levels they would be expected to
produce .

op1n1on, the essentia l requirem ents in compre ssor
plant design.
(1)

All reciproc ating compre ssor and
pump applicat ions require the use of
pulsatio n suppres sion devices except
instrum ent utility, starting air compressor s which discharg e directly
into the air receiver , and similar
au.xiliar y a pplic at ions.

(Z)

Pulsatio n suppres sion devices may be:
(a) Volume bottles defined as empty
vessels with a diamete r at least
twice that of the line connecti on;
(b) Pulsatio n filters and attenuat ors
based on acoustic al suppres sion
techniqu es.

(3)

The size of volume bottles and pulsatio n
filters should be establis hed in the design
study; however , their per cylinder
(plunger ) volume shall not be less than
10 times the cylinder or plunger total
swept volume.

(4)

The design techniqu es which may
normall y be used for plant reliabili ty
and perform ance assuran ce analysis
range from:
A - The use of standard analytic al
techniqu es, to
B -The design of pulsatio n filters with
the aid of acoustic al piping analog
analysis , and to
C - SGA-An alog study of complet e
system includin g acoustic al and
mechani cal interact ion of compre ssors, suppres sion devices, and
piping systems .

Finally, dynamic plant reliabili ty criteria should
not only assure freedom from fatigue failures , but
also specify when and what kind of dynamic analysis is to be perform ed and to provide a common
denomin ator for evaluati on of effectiv eness and
economi cs of possible solution s.
DYNAM IC RELIAB ILITY AND PERFOR MANCE
ASSURA NCE CRITER IA

The commen ts made earlier, based on ZO years of
continuo us applied researc h and the experien ces
with the design and evaluati on studies of over 3, 000
worldwi de compre ssor and pump installat ions, provided the backgro und for formula ting meaning ful
dynamic reliabili ty and perform ance design criteria.
The recomm endation s listed below are thus consistent with the current practice s and design technology availabl e today and represen t, in the author's
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Design methods (A) and (B) are basicall y limited
to acoustic evaluati on for the purpose of achieving the desired pulsatio n suppres sion. The use
of piping analog analysis in design method (B)
is thus also limited to pulsatio n analysis of the
system under study.
The general objectiv es of design method (C) are
to conduct a total system study simulati ng the
entire compre ssor, pulsatio n suppres sion devices,
piping, and equipme nt system consider ing dynamic interact ion between all these element s, as
well as to conduct a mechan ical and dynamic
stress analysis of the system to the extent required to achieve the design objectiv es, The

steps required to accomplish the objectives of
design method (G) should include the following:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

Determination of the acoustical response of
the system including the amplitude and spectral frequency distribution of pulsations
throughout the system. This analysis shall
include the effect of dynamic interaction
between cylinder - dampener - piping and
dampener - piping effect on compressor
cylinder performance.

Pulsation-induced vibrations shall not
cause cyclic stresses in excess of the
allowable endurance limit of the material.
For carbon steel below 700°F temperature, a stress value of 26, 000 psi peak to-peak should be used with all other
stresses within applicable code limits.
Based on experience, this requirement
is usually satisfied when the residual
pulsation levels in the piping systems
do not exceed values expressed by an
empirically derived equation (1)

Determination of the mechanical response of
the piping system including mechanical natural
frequencies and mode shapes of the compressor
cylinder - manifold system. This analysis
should also establish allowable limits of
pulsation-induced shaking forces based on
the cyclic stress levels they can produce.
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PULo/o

(1)

VPxiDx f
Where:

Determination of the required pulsation
suppression based upon the acoustical and
mechanical responses and their interaction.
To obtain the desired pulsation control,
selective use should be made of both acoustical and mechanical control techniques. These
include the elimination of coincidences between
acoustical and mechanical resonances, the use
of acoustical filtering techniques, and changes
in mechanical configurations.

PULo/o

"'

o/o allowable peak-to-peak
pulsations at any point in
the piping system.

p

=

average line pressure in
psia

ID

=

internal pipe diameter in
inches

f

=

pulsation frequency in Hz;
i.e.,
f

=

RPM

X

N

60

The selection of types of design and evaluation
analyses should take into account equipment size
and cost, the service it will perform with special
consideration to critical or hazardous applications, performance requirements including significance of down time, present and future system and
plant requirements, and the anticipated plant life.
The recommendations listed below pertain to typical installations and should be used as a guide:

where RPM is the compressor speed and N = 1, 2, 3 ...
corresponding to fundamental
and harmonics of compressor
speed.
A nomogram for convenient determination
of allowable residual pulsation levels is
presented in Figure 6.

For all units with driver horsepower in
excess of 500 BHP, design method (C)
is recommended. Design method (G) is
also recommended for smaller units in
critical service or in critical locations.

(2)

For all other compressor units, design
method (B) is recommended except for
units with 2 or less cylinders per stage
of compression,and for all units rated
below 150 BHP with final discharge pressure of less than 500 psia design method
(A) may be used.

Unless specified by the user, pulsations of
compressor cylinder valves shall not cause
more than 5o/o compressor cylinder overload nor more than 3o/o loss in compressor
cylinder efficiency.
This requirement is usually met when the
pulsation levels at compressor valves do
not exceed the levels defined by the empirically derived equation (2).
PULo/o

"'

s""V R;l

(2)

, Where:

Considering the guidelines presented in this
section, the recommended design criteria for
reliability and performance assurance of reciprocating compressor and pump installations are as
follows:
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PUL%

=

o/o allowable peak-to-peak pulsations at compressor valves.

R

=

stage compression ratio.
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(3\

Unles s specif ied by the user, the dead
weigh t press ure drop throug h the pulsation suppr ession device s shall not cause
more than 3o/o loss in comp resso r
efficie ncy.

.C.Po/o

S(R-1 )
3R

(3)

Where :
.6P%

This requir emen t i~> usuall y fulfill ed if
the dead weigh t press ure does not excee d
the values expre ssed by the empir ically
derive d equati on (3).

= % allowa ble dead weigh t
press ure drop throug h
suppr ession device .

~ulsation

R
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Stage comp ressio n ratio.

CONCLUSIONS
Inadequacy of residual pulsation levels design
criteria still in use today prompted the development of plant reliability and performance assurance criteria presented in this paper which is
based on dynamic stress, In defining design techniques, recognition was given to established design
methods available to the industry, In suggesting the
level of design effort, the current practices of the
major companies were taken into consideration,
The performance considerations were left as user's
decision, yet safeguards for assuring reasonable
performance were incorporated.
The empirical equations correlating residual
pulsations and pressure drop to resulting cyclic
stresses and performance effects are quite reasonable for a large number of recent design studies;
however, these equations are intended as a guide
only and not as a substitute for basic requirements
in the recommended design criteria. Further
efforts could produce better correlation; however,
a reliable and practical dynamic design concept
using residual pulsations as the only criterion is
not believed to be feasible.
Part 2 of this paper discusses available andrequired design technology for study of larger compressor units requiring the design method (C)
type of study which calls for a total system
analysis.
APPENDIX
PIPELINE AND COMPRESSOR RESEARCH COUNCIL
of the
SOUTHERN CAS ASSOCIATION
American Natural Cas Service Company - Detroit, Michigan
Amoco Producrion Company- Tulsa, Oklahoma
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Company- Shreveport, Louisiana
Brown and Root, Inc.- Houston, Tc~as
Burgess Industries- Dallas, Texas
Cities Servrce Gas Company -Oklahoma Crty, Oklahoma
Colorado Interstate Gas Company- Colorado Sprmgs, Colorado
Columbia Gas System Service Corporarion- Columbus, Ohio
Consolidated Natural Gas Service Gas Company, Inc.- Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Cooper InJusincs. Inc.~ Houston, Texas
De Laval Turbine, Inc.- Houston, Texas
Dresser Industries Machinery Group, Clark Bros. Co., Inc.- Olean, New York
El !'aso Natural Gas Company- El Paso. Texas
Esso Research and Engineering Company- Florham Park, New Jersey
Florida Cos Transmission Company- Winter Park. Florida
General Electric Company, Schenectady. New York
Houston Prpe Line Company- Houston, Tex3'
Hudson Engrneering Corporation- Houston, Texas
Ingersoll-Rand Company- New York, New York
Kansas-Nebraska Natural"Gas Company, Inc.- Hastmgs, Nebraska
Lone Star Gas Company- Dallas. Texas
Mississippi River Transmission Corporation- St. Louis, Missouri
Monsanto Company- St. Louis. Missouri
Natural Cas Pipeline Company of Amerrca- Chicago, Illinois
Northern lllrnois Gas Company- Aurora, lllrnois
Northern Natural Gas Company- Omaha, Nebraska
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company- Tulsa, Oklahoma
Optron, Inc.- Dallas, Texas
Pacific Ligh11ng System- Los Angeles, California
Peerless Manufacturrng Company- Dallas, Texas
Phillips Petroleum Company- Bartlesville, Oklahoma
P1oneer t\atural Gas Company- Amarillo, Texas
Shell Oil Company- Houston, Texas
Solar Division of lnternatwnal Harvester CompanySan D1ego. California
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Southern Natural Cas Company- B~rmingham, Alabama
Southern Union Gas Company - Dallas, Texas
Standard Oil Company of California- San Francisco, California
Tenness.e Gas Transmission Company- Houston, Texas
Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation -Shreveport, Louisiana
Texas Eastman Company - Longview, Texas
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation- Owensboro, Kentucky
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation- Houston Texas
Trunkline Gas Company- Houston, Texas
'
United Gas Pipe lme Company -Shreveport, Louisiana
Vibration and Noise Engineering Corporation- Dallas, Texas
Worthington Corporation- Buffalo, New York

